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The staff at Norwood Adult Day Health Center are ready to welcome new participants.
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Norwood Adult Day Health Center Now Providing Transportation From Needham, Newton & Wellesley

Norwood, Massachusetts — Norwood Adult Day Health Center (NADHC), 595 Pleasant Street, a program of Community Visiting Nurse Agency, Inc. (Community VNA) today announced transportation is now being provided to (NADHC), from three area towns – Needham, Newton and Wellesley.
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If you think your loved one who is living at home may benefit from skilled nursing care, helpful assistance or simply increased socialization during the day, our Norwood Adult Day Health Center has the solution.

NADHC serves frail elders, adults with medical needs, and disabled adults of any age who need nursing care, social services and supportive assistance during the day, and is fully licensed by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health and is a member of the Massachusetts Adult Day Services Association.

Our specially trained and compassionate staff provides quality medical care, social services and supportive assistance, as well as physical activities and cognitive stimulation. Attending our daytime adult day health program leads to improved well-being and increased socialization that occurs in a safe, nurturing and comfortable community setting.

In addition to transportation, NADHC offers a wide range of services including: skilled nursing care, medication management, therapeutic exercise, nutritious meals, entertainment, support groups, and more.

Contact Norwood Adult Day Health Center for more information, or to schedule a tour by calling 781.769.4495. You may also email info@norwoodadhc.com; or, visit us on the web at www.norwoodadhc.com.
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